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FROM THE DESK OF VCMDFROM THE DESK OF VCMD
Dear Maxian,

This month begins with the appreciation of the contribution by labour force and honouring it. I would like to 
congratulate and convey my personal wishes to each member of the Max Cement Workforce.

The world wide celebration of Labour Day is also a step for healthy and meaningful work relationships. A happy bond 
between each employee can only be positive for any company and in turn be beneficial for the employees.

It is often perceived that work relationships are to be created by corporate rules. Though this may be accepted to the 
point of providing all necessary tools, it goes without saying that inter-personal relationships can only be created by 
individuals themselves. 

A robust atmosphere can be created by having the mindset to do so. The first step towards this is to have respect for 
each other and to value their area of work. This will lead to building a team that has solutions to cross road blocks and 
essentially create positivity.

Opinions of others and diversity of co- workers, at all levels, should also be welcomed and their thoughts must be factored 
with equal seriousness while making a decision. It must always be remembered to appreciate the similarities and respect 
the differences.

It is also seen that open communication makes great relationships. The more one interacts with each other via emails or 
face to face, creates honesty and transparency. Communication also solves problems and offers valuable inputs. As one 
cannot read from a closed book, similarly one cannot work without any communication. 

All such mind thoughts lead to building Trust which is the base of all permanent relationships. Mutual Trust between 
colleagues can only construct a successful and fruitful team.

 We can only win trust in the market if we have trusting relationships. 

The month continues for us to be responsible citizens too and to exercise our franchise. Your vote will go a long way in 
securing good governance that we all expect. 
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Dear Readers,

Summer in India for foodies is synonymous with the Mango Season. As the mercury soars high in most part of 
the country, we await the mangoes much after the rain. It is this time when the seven phase Lok Sabha Election 
has also begun and we witness a massive undertaking – with a population of 1.3 billion and nearly 900 million 
eligible voters. As Juror’s, we vote for innocence or guilt; as Judges we vote for talent contests; as Family 
members we vote for what or where we eat dinner; and as Citizens we vote for political leaders. While the range 
and significance of each vote is diverse, one constant remains: EVERY VOTE COUNTS!

The 1st of May, the Day for the labours commemorates the hard work and dedication of labours towards the 
organization irrespective of their power and position, roles and responsibilities. Labour Day is an honour to the 
social and national acknowledgement towards the devotion and contribution of the workers, who ensure the 
prosperity, strength and well–being of the country.

In this issue of Nishtha we feature, Max Panorama, CSR activities done by Maxians at different locations in the 
memory of our Late Chairman. One can see the glimpses of celebration of Bihu festival at Guwahati. Also I would 
like to thank Dr. Radhakanta Das for enriching our Readers through various articles on Diseases and Health.

Do share your feedback and suggestion. Keep Smiling! Stay Healthy!

Regards,
Nitesh Chaharia
GREEN VALLIEY INDUSTRIES LTD.

Vineet Agarwal
VCMD

“It is labour indeed that puts
 the difference on everything” - John Locke
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The death anniversary of our visionary & founder, Late Shri G N Agarwal was observed on 11.04.2019. After the 
Shraddhanjali, a plantation programme and nests for birds were placed at various places around the campus to 
save and nurture the environment. In the evening, Bhandara was organized for all employees.

Founder’s Death Anniversary Observation in Meghalaya (Plant)
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On the death anniversary of our visionary & founder, Late Shri G N Agarwal, the Team joined 
hands to pay him homage by catering to the special section of our society. The team visited  
several underprivileged schools to donate study materials and  had lunch arrangements for the 
specially-abled children.

Founder’s Death Anniversary Observation in Kolkata (H.O) & Guwahati
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Ram Navami was celebrated at GVIL Temple on 12th & 13th April, 2019 to mark the occasion of 
birth of Lord Ram. 

Ram Navami

MAX PANORAMA

A Havan was organized to offer our prayers to the deity.
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A Bhajan Sandhya was organized at GVIL Temple which was followed by Bhandara for all residents of GVIL Colony.

Hanuman Jayanti was celebrated at GVIL Temple on 13th April, 2019 to mark the occasion of birth 
of Lord Hanuman.

Hanuman Jayanti
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Events of Rongali Bihu in Guwahati.

Rongali Bihu 2019

Bihu celebrations in Guwahati Office on 15.04.2019.

Max Cement Officials as Guest of Honour at Bihu Celebrations (Mr. Shivaji Mitra & Mr. Rajesh Srivastava)
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Our GM meets our prestigious Dealers and honours them on the eve of Bihu.

MAX Dealer Meet
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DOCTOR’S MESSAGE PEARLS OF WISDOM
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Dehydration occurs when you use or lose more fluid than you take in, and your 
body doesn't have enough water and other fluids to carry out its normal 
functions. If you don't replace lost fluids, you will get dehydrated.

Anyone may become dehydrated, but the condition is especially dangerous for 
young children and older adults.

The most common cause of dehydration in young children is severe diarrhea and 
vomiting. Older adults naturally have a lower volume of water in their bodies, and 
may have conditions or take medications that increase the risk of dehydration.

This means that even minor illnesses, such as infections affecting the lungs or 
bladder, can result in dehydration in older adults.

Dehydration also can occur in any age group if you don't drink enough water 
during hot weather-especially if you are exercising vigorously.

You can usually reverse mild to moderate dehydration by drinking more fluids, 
but severe dehydration needs immediate medical treatment.

Diarrhea, vomiting. Severe, acute diarrhea - 
that is, diarrhea that comes on suddenly and violently - can cause a tremendous 
loss of water and electrolytes in a short amount of time. If you have vomiting 
along with diarrhea, you lose even more fluids and minerals.

Fever - 
In general, the higher your fever, the more dehydrated you may become. The 
problem worsens if you have a fever in addition to diarrhea and vomiting.

Excessive sweating -
You lose water when you sweat. If you do vigorous activity and don't replace 
fluids as you go along, you can become dehydrated. Hot, humid weather 
increases the amount you sweat and the amount of fluid you lose.

Increased urination - 
This may be due to undiagnosed or uncontrolled diabetes. Certain medications, 
such as diuretics and some blood pressure medications, also can lead to 
dehydration, generally because they cause you to urinate more.

Dr. Radhakanta Das (GVIL,  Meghalaya)

Dehydration

Symptoms

Dehydration causes include

The signs and symptoms of dehydration 
also may differ by age

Adult - 
Extreme thirst, Less frequent urination, Dark-colored urine, Fatigue, Dizziness, Confusion

Infant or young child -
Dry mouth and tongue, No tears when crying, No wet diapers for three hours, 
Sunken eyes, cheeks, Sunken soft spot on top of skull, Listlessness or irritability

Thirst isn't always a reliable early indicator of the body's need for water. Many people, 
particularly older adults, don't feel thirsty until they're already dehydrated. That's why 
it's important to increase water intake during hot weather or when you're ill.
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As the entire country fights corruption and terrorism these days, the efforts of many dedicated 
female police officers have come to light. Known as the Iron Lady of Assam, Sanjukta 
Parashar is one such IPS officer who has been making headlines for her commendable work 
and bravery. She is the first woman to be have been appointed as an IPS officer in Assam, has 
arrested over 64 militants in 15 months and set an example for others. She might be the first 
women IPS but not the first to take on the anti-nationals being a woman from North East India. 

There was another petite lady who wore a heavy mantle at a time when women were still 
defining their roles in India. She was selected in 1979 for the state police services DANIPS 
(Delhi Andaman Nicobar Islands Police Services) and made it to Indira Gandhi's security team. 
She was Yamin Hazarika. Most people in Assam saw Hazarika as no less than an IPS officer 
and a trailblazer in every way. Hazarika oversaw stringent measures to cut down sexual 
harassment of women on the capital’s streets.To those growing up in Guwahati in the ’90s, 
Hazarika was one of the few modern female Assamese icons. She belonged to the Assamese 
Muslim community, from which few women icons had emerged until then. Hazarika was 
posted as an Assistant Commissioner of Police in Chanakyapuri, Delhi, and after some time 
she was promoted to the position of Deputy Commissioner of Police (crimes against women 
cell) in the capital. In 1998, she was sent to Bosnia as part of the UN peacekeeping force for 
three months. 

We salute personalities like Sanjukta Parashar & Yamin Hazarika who have become icons for 
women of our society in the present time. 

Sanjukta Parashar Yamin Hazarika
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Keep up with what's going on in MAX Cement
Who doesn't like good photographs? Follow

Connect with like-minded professionals
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For submission of articles or any other queries
please contact 89104 78509 or write to us at anik.bose@gnggroup.in

Plant

Himadri Shekhar Mallick
We are pleased to introduce Mr. Himadri Shekhar Mallick, who has joined us on 1st April, 2019 
as Surveyor, Mining & Geology department.
Mr. Mallick has completed Diploma in Mines Survey & brings along over 5.5 years of experience. 

Virendra Kumar Singh
We are pleased to introduce Mr. Virendra Kumar Singh, who has joined us on 8th April, 2019 as 
Asst. Engineer, Mechanical department.
Mr. Mallick has completed B. Tech (Mechanical) & P.G Diploma (Industrial Safety) & brings 
along over 2.8 years of experience.  

Pranjal Buragohain
We are pleased to introduce Mr. Pranjal Buragohain, who has joined us on 10th April,  2019 as 
Sr.supervisor, Packing Plant.
Mr. Buragohain brings along over 6.3 years of experience. 

Mintu Sinha
We are pleased to introduce Mr. Mintu Sinha, who has joined us on 16th April, 2019 as HYVA 
Operator, Administration department.
Mr. Sinha brings along over 8 years of experience. 

Sales & Marketing Office

Mahesh Barman
We are pleased to introduce Mr. Mahesh Barman, who has joined us on 8th April,  2019 as 
Executive-TS, based at Mangaldoi.
Mr. Mahesh  has completed Diploma in Civil from Assam Engineering Institute & brings along over 13 
years of experience. He was associated with Devi Concrete Products Industry before joining us.

Debashis Barua
We are pleased to introduce Mr. Debashis Barua, who has joined us on 10th April, 2019 as 
Sales Executive, based at Ri-Bhoi.
Mr. Debashis  has completed B.Com. from NEHU & brings along over 5 years of experience. He was 
associated with Goldstone Cement Ltd. (Black Tiger Cement) before joining us. 

A WARM WELCOME TO THE NEW RECRUITS OF MAX CEMENT 


